the conveyor belts. The antenna both induces a charge on the
RFID tag and also receives a transmitted signal back from
the RFID tag. The design of the antenna is decided by two
parameters, which are its size and its robustness. The size of

being processed is known as accurately as possible.
Depending on the homogeneity of the ore characteristics,
reliance on assumptions about stockpile residence times,
scheduling and material handling can render the best
geometallurgical models useless.

to charge the RFID tag should be as large as possible;
therefore, the antenna used for the SmartTaag system is the
largest available for this frequency of RFID system.

The solution adopted at Kittilä mine in Finland was to use
a and in-house expertise
exper
Metso SmartTags
to develop a system
that continuously and accurately links geotechnical and lab
data from the mine to the performance of the plant. This
application presented several unique opportunities and
challenges. For example, this was the first installation of a
SmartT
martTaag system for geometallurgical modelling in an
underground mine. Challenges included the fact that the
system installation is routinely subjected to temperatures
below minus-20°C.

An RFID reader then decodes the signal from the antenna
and determines the ID of the RFID tag passing the antenna.
Later versions of the readers also have auto-tuning
capabilities which ensure that the maximum possible read
n the SmartTag
a system the
distance is achieved at all time. In
reader then transmits the ID using serial communications.
A data logging or bufffer
fer stage improves the reliability of the
systems and also makes movable systems possible. The data
logger receives data directly from the RFID reader, stores the
IDs with the time they were detected and monitors vital
system parameters, such as the tuning state of the antenna.
The data logging stage also makes
es SmartTaag less reliant on
communication links (such as wireless) as the data is stored
at the detection point until a link is established to the
software applications. The critical communications links,
like the one between the antenna and the reader, are all wired
and very reliable.
software is an SQL database. The
The core of the SmartTaag softwar
database, located on a dedicated server, stores all the
information about the detection points, detected RFID tags
and original locations.
There are several SmartTag
a software
sof
applications which
either input data into the database or use the data to output
information, including:
• SmartTaagServer ––reads
readsdata
data
from
fr the data loggers
• SmartTaagPDA
A – exchanges data with the PDAs and
translates site blasthole layout diagrams
• SmartTaagRes – calculates the rresidence time between two
detection points.

The system was installed and commissioned in early 2013
and has been operating continuously since. Kittilä saw the
benefits of the system with an increased understanding of
how
ow diffferent
ferent ores are processed in the concentrator. Other
advantages include the ability to alert operators about the
arrival
rival of diffficult
ficult ores and a better understanding of their ore
handling systems.
The system has led to improvements in Kittilä’s
reconciliation and metallurgical accounting and provides a
method to predict head grades, in real time, without the need
to wait for plant assay results. The system also allows the
geology department to warn the plant about problematic ore
types before they cause processing issues.
Reference: Geometallurgical Modelling and Ore Tracking at
Kittilä Mine by D La Rosa, L Rajavuori, J Korteniemi, M
Wortley, from Orebody Modelling and Strategic Mine
Planning 2014, Paper Number: 19

The flow of information between the database, applications
and physical hardware is shown below:
b

The value delviered by SmartTaags has been further enhanced
by the development of an automated geometallurgy software
package called GeoMetso™. The software package can
autoamatically combine process and mining data when a tag
is detected. The result of this is accurate relationships
between rock charateristics and process performance.
Results show that significant gains can be made by planing
and feeding the plant based on the geometallurgical
properties, quantified using GeoMetso, of the ore rather then
the traditional mining parameters.
Geometallurgical modelling of an orebody provides benefits
to a mine by gaining a better understanding of the ore
characteristics and how these afffect
fe
fect the performance of the
concentrator. With this knowledge, plant operating
conditions can be adjusted to optimise throughput and
recovery in advance of the arrival of particular ore types.

Correlations between mill throughput and or e source at Kittilä
1.
2.
3.
4.
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